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Climate change-induced drought events have become more
prevalent during recent years, resulting in an increasing number
of high-impact studies focussing on this important topic.1–5 In
their recent review, Choat et al.5 provide a thorough assessment of
the triggers of tree mortality under drought, but foliar water
uptake is only mentioned as a side-note important for arid
environments rather than a generic mechanism of general
importance. Even worse, most papers focussing on tree hydraulics
during drought ignore this mechanism entirely.1–4 However, the
positive effects of foliar water uptake on tree hydraulics during
drought may be substantial and this for a variety of ecological
communities6 ranging from tropical montane cloud forests7 to
mangrove8 and dryland9 ecosystems. Not only may foliar water
uptake rehydrate leaves in all environments where leaf wetting
events occur, also stems and roots could rehydrate by the
redistribution of water absorbed by the leaves.10 It has been
shown that this redistributed water can release tension on the
water column,8 enable turgor-driven growth,8 may lead to
embolism repair11 and could delay the increased probability of
reaching the critical or lethal water potential threshold leading to
tree mortality. However, direct evidence for the latter is still scarce.
If occurring, tree survival might be substantially prolonged by
tissue rehydration and protection of root structures during fog,
dew or rainfall events that do not substantially wet the soil. As
such, foliar water uptake is likely essential for the growth and
survival of seedlings7 and trees with limited access to soil water,
such as trees growing in forests with steep slopes,12 saline
conditions8 and shallow rooting species.13

The mechanism of foliar water uptake allows trees to partially
decouple their leaf water status from soil water availability,11,14

thus improving the entire plant water status.15 Following leaf
wetting events leading to foliar water uptake, turgor of the
stomatal guard cells generally improves, thus enabling a favour-
able gas exchange and preventing carbon starvation. This results
in an improved water and carbon balance while a soil water deficit
at the root level occurs15 and tips the scale within the ‘hydraulic
failure versus carbon starvation’ debate16 towards water, as a
beneficial carbon supply would be hindered without foliar water
uptake during drought events.
Historically, the ecological impact of foliar water uptake has

been debated, resulting in the exclusion of foliar water uptake
from ecological, hydrological, atmospheric and climatological
models.9 However, as leaf wetting events on average occur >
100 days per year across biomes,17 the importance of including
foliar water uptake and other phenomena related to leaf wetting
in these models cannot be neglected. This has recently resulted in
the first attempt to include foliar water uptake in a mechanistic
tree model that enables the description of associated turgor-
driven growth spurts.8 This concept should become the standard
to correctly assess the impact of changing rainfall patterns on
mangrove tree growth8 and tree growth in general. As climate
change-induced drought events are predicted to increase,18

including foliar water uptake in models becomes more pressing
as the relative importance of this mechanism will increase.
In order to lift foliar water uptake out of the scientific side-note

area, and to further increase the knowledge of the relevance of
foliar water uptake, we recommend researchers to actively focus
on this mechanism in drought and tree mortality studies, and
incorporate it in individual tree and global vegetation models as
implications can be substantial and may both alter the predictions
of tree survival under climate change for entire areas and could
have a significant impact on the global carbon budget.
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